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Abstract
Passwordless authentication is a trending theme in cyber security, while biometrics gradually replace knowledge-based
schemes. However, Personal Identification Numbers, passcodes, and graphical passwords are still considered as the primary
means for authentication. Passwords must be memorable to be usable; therefore, users tend to choose easy to guess secrets,
compromising security. The Android Pattern Unlock is a popular graphical password scheme that can be easily attacked by
exploiting human behavioristic traits. Despite its vulnerabilities, the popularity of the scheme has led researchers to propose
adjustments and variations that enhance security butmaintain its familiar user interface. Nevertheless, priorwork demonstrated
that improving security while preserving usability remains frequently a hard task. In this paper we propose a novel graphical
password scheme built on the foundations of the well-accepted Android Pattern Unlock method, which is usable, inclusive,
universal, and robust against shoulder surfing and (basically) smudge attacks. Our scheme, named Bu-Dash, features a
dynamic user interface that mutates every time a user swipes the screen. Our pilot studies illustrate that Bu-Dash attracts
positive user acceptance rates, it is secure, and maintains high usability levels. We define complexity metrics that can be used
to further diversify user input, and we conduct complexity and security assessments.

Keywords Usability · Acceptance study · User authentication · Mobile device · Complexity · Android · Pattern unlock ·
Usable security

1 Introduction

User authentication is a ubiquitous task performed daily
by millions of mobile device users. Personal Identification
Numbers (PINs) have been widely used during mobile com-
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puting’s adolescence. Since 2010, several proposals have
been presented aiming to replace 4- or 6-digit PIN screen
lock methodologies (alphanumeric, graphical, biometrics,
implicit authentication). Android developers were among the
first that attempted to introduce a graphical-based method
for user authentication on mobile devices proposing the
Android Pattern Unlock (APU) scheme during 2008 [2]. Ear-
lier studies showed that the APU was used by at least 25%
of Android users [2,3]. On the other hand, contemporary or
implicit authenticationmethodologies, like the “Smart Lock”
on Android, do not seem to be very popular among users [4].

The proliferation of biometrics nowadays is evident due
to the increased usability they offer, urging consumers to
replace traditional text or graphical passwords (knowledge-
based) with fingerprint and face identification methods [5]
(biometric-based). However, although biometrics seem to
be the preferred user authentication methodology, there still
exists the need to set up a knowledge-based password on
the device in case the biometric sensor fails. Therefore, text
or graphical-based passcodes are still necessary to ensure
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smooth and untroubled authentication for mobile device
users, advancing user’s security [6].

Prior work on text-based authentication investigated the
transition from 4- to 6-digit PIN passcodes and concluded
that longer PINs attain only marginally improved secu-
rity [7,8]. The transition from 4-digit to longer passcodes
was the only notable change (or improvement) in this kind
of knowledge-based user authentication for mobile devices.
On the other hand, several graphical password schemes have
been proposed aiming to provide more usable and secure
solutions for mobile devices [9–12].

If we focus particularly on the APU scheme, we can list
a handful of proposals that aimed to enhance its security.
The implementation and addition of password meters as an
improvement toward raising users’ security awareness has
been studied extensively in the past [13–15]. Although this
line of work demonstrated that password meters can assist in
the formation and adaptation of more secure passcodes, they
haven’t been widely adopted yet by vendors and developers.
In addition, research has shown that similarly to the extension
of the 4- digit to 6-digit format for passcodes [3], strategies
like the expansion from the standard 3×3 to a 4×4 grid, do
not offer significant security enhancements [16]. Other varia-
tions of the APU scheme include node re-arrangement [17],
system-guided contact point selection [18], or dual super-
imposed input on the same 3×3 grid [2] aiming to prevent
or minimize threats from shoulder surfing attacks.

The common characteristic of the aforementioned meth-
ods is their intention to propose (mainly minor) structural
interventions to the original APU scheme that will not dras-
tically harm users’ familiarity with the interface. This is
because a dramatic alteration might cause frustration and
disapproval. Another example of this approach is the inclu-
sion of tactile or pressure-based methodologies (in various
platforms) that request from users to tap to certain areas or
apply pressure periodically on the screen when forming their
usual passcodes [19–21].

Despite the plethora of proposals to improve graphi-
cal passwords against smudge [22,23] and shoulder surfing
attacks [24], to the best of our knowledge, there is no research
work that attempts to blend the APU’s popularity with the
implementation of a dynamic grid. In this paper we introduce
Bu-Dash, a proof of concept based on design principles
found in the APU and in gaming platforms.1

We were initially inspired from the Morse code and its
use of dots (or Bullet points •) and Dashes (–) to create
an encoded vocabulary (or lexicon) to be used in telecom-
munications. Therefore, we envisioned a passcode scheme
that comprises symbols instead of alphanumerical charac-
ters. However, because the use of only two symbols in a

1 https://www.playstation.com/en-gb/legal/copyright-and-trademark-
notice/.

password would introduce security issues (i.e., limited pass-
word space), we propose to utilize additional shapes as the
passcodes’ potential building blocks: ©, �, −, �, ×. These
shapes should probably look familiar to gamers,2 or other
broader audiences.3 Their selection was based on previous
research [25]whichdemonstrates that these are the least com-
plex shapes in a series of different candidates [26].Moreover,
these symbols are widely utilized daily in various settings,
therefore people should feel comfortable in using them. Fur-
thermore, as discussed later in Sect. 2, these symbols have
been widely used in the literature for similar purposes in the
past.

Additionally, to defend from shoulder surfing and smudge
attacks we propose a novel approach in designing graphi-
cal password schemes. Instead of forming the password by
swiping a finger on the nodes of a static grid, we propose the
use of a dynamically changing grid. Bu-Dash is based on
the popular APU 3×3 node interface which is well-known
to mobile device users. But instead of having static nodes
(i.e., •), Bu-Dash’s grid is dynamic, featuring randomly
assigned shapes in its nodes (©, �, −, �, ×). The shapes
keep changing every time users move their fingers on the
grid making the scheme more robust to shoulder surfing and
smudge attacks, without drastically affecting its usability.
Further details about the scheme’s design are provided in
Sect. 3.1.

In summary, this papermakes the following contributions:

– We propose a novel graphical password scheme based on
Android’s popular 3×3 node interface, but with a twist;
instead of having a static grid as a base of the interface,
we introduce the use of a dynamic one to evade shoulder
surfing and smudge attacks.

– Wedevelop amobile application to showcase theBu-Dash
system and collect preliminary feedback from mobile
device users. Thus, we conduct a series of pilot studies
with users who volunteered to participate and comment
on the feasibility of introducing such as scheme.Reported
results can be perceived as an acceptance study of the
scheme.

– We report early results that show usability is not drasti-
cally reduced due to the introduction of a shifting grid in
the scheme’s interface.

– We comment on the complexity characteristics of the
proposed scheme and we discuss possible security impli-
cations.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
offers a comprehensive literature reviewofmethods related to

2 We used Google’s “Material Icons” for this research work: https://
fonts.google.com/icons.
3 We refer to viewers of the popular series “Squid Game”.
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user authentication for mobile devices. In Sect. 3 we discuss
our design strategy, we provide examples of how the scheme
was communicated to users, and how a Bu-Dash password
can be formed. Section 4 presents methods we used to collect
data related to the use of the scheme. In Sect. 5 we present
results fromour online survey and fromdata collected by vol-
unteers who downloaded and interacted with an application
we developed as a proof of concept of the Bu-Dash scheme.
Section 6 examines Bu-Dash’s password space complexity
and discusses possible security implications of biased input.
Section 7 distils our findings and discusses limitations and
further challenges. We conclude this paper in Sect. 8.

2 Related work

Graphical passwords for mobile devices have been intro-
duced as a more usable solution for user authentication [27]
becausegraphical information ismorememorable byhumans
[28]. For example, von Zezschwitz et al. [29] demonstrated
in the past that mobile device users would prefer to utilize a
pattern rather than a PIN.

Criticism on the APU security Prior work on Android pat-
terns, however, investigated users’ biases and habits when
interacting with the 3×3 node interface and found prefer-
able starting and ending points, and N-grams [23], which
are sometimes related to the influence of human factors such
as users’ handedness [30]. The APU security was quantified
by Uellenbeck et al. [31] who found that, in theory, APU
selection is as diverse as selecting a 3-PIN password [2]. The
lack of APU’s passcode diversity due to human aspects was
also confirmed by Aviv et al. [16] in an online study, and
more extensively by Loge et al. [32] whose work showcased
users’ poor security perceptions when forming passcodes in
different contexts (e.g., authentication in banking or shop-
ping apps).

The APU has been also studied as an attack surface with
research focusing basically on side channel and guessing
attacks. Aviv et al. [22] showed that smudges that unin-
tentionally reside on mobile devices’ screens can eventually
aid guessing attacks against users’ passwords. Andriotis et
al. [23] combined insights retrieved from collected pass-
codes and performed an in situ lab study, experimenting
with guessing attacks. At a later work, they commented
on the feasibility of performing successful guessing attacks
on the APU using common knowledge [30]. Another work
by Cha et al. [33] also demonstrated that smudge attacks
can boost attackers’ guessing performance. Additionally, it
was shown that built-in smartphone sensors may partially
leak PIN and pattern information [34]. Android patterns are
also susceptible to shoulder surfing [35,36] and video-based
attacks [37,38]. However, it still remains among the most

popular user authentication methods on Android [3] draw-
ing researchers’ attention.

Improvements of the APU robustness The lack of diversity
in choosing Android patterns and the influence of human
biases in the scheme’s security have led researchers to
propose a variety of solutions aiming to make the APU
more robust to smudge attacks [39–41] and shoulder surf-
ing [42,43]. Another strand of research proposes the use
of password meters to diversify input and enhance aware-
ness [13–15]. However, Golla et al. [44] demonstrated that
meters based on visual estimators should be treated with
caution. Nevertheless, they state that the inclusion of such
measures (i.e., strength meters) can be eventually beneficial.

Other proposals: (a) incorporate dual input on the same
3×3 framework [2]; (b) feature extended 4x4 grid inter-
faces [16]; (c) utilize background images and animations to
enhance passcode selection [45]; (d) employ assisted pattern
formation [18,46]; or (e) integrate blocklists [47] to enable
a more diverse pattern selection and incommode guessing
attacks. Most of these solutions do not alter radically the
well-known 3×3 interface, but they attempt to include small
adjustments in the user authentication experience keeping
the main grid in a static state. Tupsamudre et al. [17] propose
an alternate circular layout (namely “Pass-O”) simplifying
the APU drawing rules. Their usability evaluation, however,
shows that users tend to create shorter and less complex pass-
words under the Pass-O scheme [48].

Layouts, colors and dynamic grids Alternative layouts and
dynamic grids have been proposed in the past for PIN-based
authentication aiming to minimize the influence of shoulder
surfing attacks. However, floating [10] or rotating [49] grids
result in longer login times than conventional text-based sys-
tems. Gesture-based proposals, such as “SwiPIN” [12]might
require long training periods for the user to become familiar
with, and other methods, like the “Xside” [42] or the “ Glass
Unlock” [50] require specialized equipment (e.g., Google
Glass equivalent gadgets) or they can only work on certain
devices.

Other proposals include the use of colors and shapes in the
user authentication process. “ColorSnakes” [11] for exam-
ple, uses fake paths on a grid of numbers to disguise user
input, but lacks usability as it introduces higher authentica-
tion times and error rates. “Chameleon” is a hybrid scheme
using a mixture of digits, colors and shapes but it is not clear
whether it can fit in small screens like these used on smart-
phones [51]. Some of the shapes used in this work (©, �,
�) are similar to those we utilize for the Bu-Dash scheme.
Li et al. [52] use similar shapes as well in conjunction with
behavioral biometrics. “FakePointer” [53] also uses shapes
to obscure input and randomizes entries to defend against
peeping attacks with video cameras. Similar symbols with
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the ones we use in this paper are also incorporated in Lee’s
work [54].

“ColorPIN” uses colors to guide PIN entries in ATM
settings [55], “PicassoPass” mixes colors, basic and theme-
based shapes and characters to resemble passwords/
phrases [56], and “ShaPIN” combines multiple selectable
items into a single input element [57] illustrating colored
shapes, and characters (numbers, or letters) adding complex-
ity that can be detrimental as far as usability is concerned.
Additionally, these authentication methods are not inclusive
because they exclude certain categories of users (e.g., those
with color deficiencies). Finally, similarly to our scheme, “
SteganoPIN” [58] and “ SwitchPIN” [59] are using dynamic
interfaces that randomly assign digits on 3×3 grids. The
SteganoPIN creators, however, state that their system ismore
appropriate for ATM and PoS systems rather than mobile
devices.

Threat model and our proposed scheme In this paper we
propose Bu-Dash, the first graphical password scheme for
mobile devices that adopts concepts from aforementioned
work, but aims to present a more usable and simple authenti-
cation process. Our system uses the familiar and very popular
3×3 grid from APU, but instead of static nodes, it features
dynamic and randomly mapped shapes as nodes of the 3×3
interface. Users envision and construct passcodes that consist
of symbols only, which are formed on the randomized inter-
face swiping their fingers, mimicking the APU experience.
The randomized and dynamic node mapping ensures that
Bu-Dash remains robust against shoulder surfing attacks,
and the simple symbols used as constructing blocks con-
tribute to the system’s usability.

We consider that the scheme aims to protect against a non-
targeted attacker that performs a physical observation (not
video or camera-based) attack. Similarly to the APU con-
cept, the attacker is only able to perform an “online” attack,
meaning that they have limited attempts to guess the passcode
before the device gets locked.

3 Proposed scheme

This sectiondescribes our design approach andhowBu-Dash
is different from the APU (Sect. 3.1). Recognizing that the
verbal description of a dynamically changing interfacemight
not be sufficient for the reader, we also offer a concrete exam-
ple and a detailed illustration of the interface to showcase how
the scheme is used (Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Design considerations

TheAPU is a popular authentication method amongAndroid
users, but it has been flagged as susceptible to shoulder surf-

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1 TheAPUgrid (a), and an instance of the ever-changing Bu-Dash
grid (b). Part (c) shows the nomenclature for the nodes’ positions and
Part (d) demonstrates eligible moves to neighbor nodes from position
β. Blue color indicates “knight moves” [35]

ing attacks [35]. Many believe that this is because the 3×3
grid—which is used as a canvas to draw the pattern– is quite
limited (it has only 9 nodes). However, research has shown
that the expansion of the grid area, does not always affect
security positively [16]. The same observation holds true for
different graphical password schemes, such as LG’s “Knock
Codes” [21].

Our proposed scheme adopts design concepts from the
APUand uses symbols as the building blocks of the password
(Fig. 1). We use the familiar 3×3 grid setting from Android
(Fig. 1a). We also utilize the method of forming passwords
by swiping the finger among different nodes on the grid.
However, different from Android which uses a static grid,
we propose the use of a dynamic grid that keeps changing
when the users swipe their fingers (Fig. 1b).

We believe that this addition to the password scheme
makes the authentication process more resistant to shoulder
surfing attacks, and totally robust against smudge attacks.
Previous research has already shown that the use of dynamic
grids works well against shoulder surfing attempts [27]. The
Bu-Dash grid is not static and it does not feature only bul-
let points as nodes (like the Android’s grid, see Fig. 1a).
The Bu-Dash grid is dynamic and it includes 5 different
symbols as nodes (Fig. 1b). The nodes (symbols) are ran-
domly chosen and fetched by the system when the password
scheme launches and they keep changing when users swipe
their fingers to select the next node in the password chain.
We implemented the following guidelines to assist users to
get familiar with Bu-Dash passwords.

3.1.1 Design guidelines

The chosen password must adhere to the following guide-
lines:

– The password is formed as a sequence of symbols from
the following set: {©, �, −, �, ×}

– Length: The preferred password must be 4–9 symbols
long (similar to the APU).

– Diversity: The preferred password must contain at least
2 different symbols.
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Fig. 2 Example: Forming the password � – × – : The starting grid (a)
shows the 5 shapes in random order. The user starts at any node featur-
ing the � shape (b) and the node becomes visited. At that moment, the
shapes on the grid change randomly (c) and the user tries to reach the

next shape of the password, which is – (d). The – is reached and the grid
changes again (e). The same process continues until the full password
is formed (f–h)

– The password is formed when users swipe their fingers
on a 3×3 grid that keeps changing when they visit a new
position.

– Allowed moves: Users are allowed to swipe their fingers
in the neighbor nodes only (similar to theAPU), therefore
“jumps” to a distant node are not feasible (e.g., from β to
θ in Fig. 1c), unless the user choses a “knight move” [35],
as seen in Fig. 1d).

– Users are allowed to revisit a node on the grid as many
times they need. (This rulemakes the schememore usable
compared to the APU that restricts access to already vis-
ited nodes.)

3.2 Example: forming a Bu-Dash password

To illustrate how the password scheme works with an exam-
ple, let’s assume that a user chooses the following password
to unlock a device: � − ×− (see Fig. 2).

The starting grid places the 5 shapes at its nodes in ran-
dom order (Fig. 2a). The user places a finger to any node that
features the first building block of the preferred password (in
this case, the �). In this particular example, the user chooses
the top left node (position α) of the grid (Fig. 2b). This com-
mon bias can be seen in grid-based authentication schemes
and it has been reported in numerous research works [21,30].
Bu-Dash’s design prevents this common bias to affect secu-
rity because the starting grid is randomly initialized every
time it launches. Additionally, as we can see in this particu-
lar example, the user has also the choice to start forming the
password from position δ.

When the first node on the grid becomes visited, the rest
of the nodes randomly change shapes immediately (Fig. 2c).
Next, the user tries to reach the next shape of the password,
which is the−, as it can be seen in Fig. 2d. The only available
choice for reaching a − in this setting is to swipe the finger
at position β. The − is reached and the grid changes again
(Fig. 2e).

The next symbol in the password chain is the ×. As seen
in Fig. 2e there are 2 available × in positions ζ and η (the
latter move is also known as a “knight move” [35]). There-
fore, Bu-Dash is more resistant to shoulder surfing attacks

compared to the APU because users have more choices to
form their passwords at any given time. In this example, the
user selects position ζ (Fig. 2f) and the grid changes again
(Fig. 2g). The last shape for this password is− and, as previ-
ously, there exist more than one nodes for the user to choose
to form the last part of the password (positions γ, ϑ, ι). As
seen in Fig. 2h, the user chose node ϑ and the password is
now completed (�−×−). Regarding the scheme’s resistance
to smudge attacks, it is apparent that oily residues left on the
screen will not be of any use to an attacker, given that the
grid is not static. Therefore, the possibility the shapes on the
nodes of the grid to be identical in subsequent authentication
attempts is minimal.

4 Methodology

In this section we discuss how we communicated the pro-
posed scheme to volunteers that responded to our call to
contribute to this research work. We also describe how data
collection was performed. (Respondents were asked to con-
sent and participate anonymously after reading our data and
privacy policy.)

4.1 Exploratory study

First, we conducted an online survey requesting respondents
(Android and iOS users) to provide a Bu-Dash password
that they would possibly use on their devices (Fig. 3). The
requestwas to provide an “easy-to-use and secure password”.
In this digital “pen-and-paper” study, participants were not
interacting with a device. They were asked to envision a
usable and secure Bu-Dash password based on the con-
straints mentioned in Sect. 3.1.1. They also had the chance
to view a short video that explained how the scheme works,
showing an example about how they can swipe their fingers
on the dynamic grid to form a password. We did not show
any examples about how to form a certain password aiming
to avoid introducing unwanted biases. Our primary intention
was to gather information about how intelligible the pro-
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Fig. 3 Explaining to survey participants how the Bu-Dash scheme
works

posed scheme is. Additionally, we asked the participants if
they would prefer this scheme over the traditional APU.

In this paper we refer to this group of participants as the
“Survey” group (n = 65). The survey was communicated to
a diverse mix of students and staff via emails and announce-
ments in the learning platform of our University.We received
responses from 85 individuals (who joined anonymously),
but only 65 consented in participating and answered all given
questions. Therefore, we ignored the input of 20 respondents.
Additionally, as an incentive for their participation, individ-
uals were given the option to be included in a raffle to win
vouchers.

4.2 Interacting with the Bu-Dash scheme

At a second phase, we intended to gather and assess users’
interactionswith the proposed scheme. To this end, we devel-
oped an application, titled “Bu-Dash” (Fig. 4), which was
distributed via the Google Play app store in the “Educa-
tion” category. The application was featuring the Bu-Dash

password grid and captured initially participants’ input. The
application was later updated to acquire very basic usability
features at the latter stages of our experiments (Fig. 4a).

We released the first edition of our Bu-Dash applica-
tion on Google Play and asked a small group (n = 14) of
Android users (utilizing the same communication channels
as previously) to interact with the Bu-Dash grid and pro-
vide passwords they would use on their devices. We refer
to these respondents as the “Pilot” group in this work. Par-
ticipants were asked to download our application on their
Android devices and then launch it and follow the instructions
provided by the application. The application asked them to
provide basic demographics such as gender, age, education
(Fig. 4b) and answer some generic, multiple-choice ques-
tions (the mobile OS they use; if they were familiar with
Android’s pattern lock screen; and which kind of authen-
tication they use on their devices). Afterward, participants
viewed a set of instructions about how to create a Bu-Dash
password (Fig. 4c). It should be noted that the sequence of
shapeswas randomized every time the userwas looking at the
instructions. We followed this strategy to assess if provided
passwords were affected by the shape the users were seeing
first in the instructions. Finally, respondents were asked to
form their preferred Bu-Dash password on their devices
(Fig. 4d). Mimicking the same process while forming an
APU passcode, the application was asking the participants
(as a final step) to re-enter and confirm their Bu-Dash pass-
word. Additionally, users had the choice to be included in a
raffle to win vouchers and then exit the application.

We then updated the application aiming to reviewusability
characteristics of the proposed scheme. We added a “Mem-
ory Game” to the application and asked a different group
of participants to play the 3 stages of the game (Fig. 4e).
Users had the choice to play any of the “Easy”, “Medium”,
or “Hard” games. The goal of the game was simple: After
viewing the formation of (let’s assume) an “Easy” password
on theBu-Dash grid (i.e., a sequence of 4 shapes:×©×�),
they were asked to re-enter this password. They were also
given the chance to watch again the password formation on
their screens as many times as they wanted. The “Medium”
password consisted of 6 shapes and the “Hard” one consisted
of 9 shapes. We did not use any complexity metrics [13] for
this task, because our primary goal was to figure out if users
would be able to recall at least a 4-node password. Therefore,
we were aiming to assess the short-term memorability of the
scheme. However, we offer a password complexity evalua-
tion of the scheme in Sect. 6 in this paper. We refer to these
participants as the auxiliary or “Aux” group (n = 18).

To conclude, results reported in the next section derive
from answers we got from a set of 97 participants. Sixty-five
of them belong to the Survey group which provided qual-
itative insights about the proposed password scheme. The
rest of them (from the “Pilot” and “Aux” groups, i.e., n =
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Fig. 4 Screenshots demonstrating the user interface of the Bu-Dash application in its various states

32) actually interacted with the Bu-Dash scheme on their
mobile devices and provided responses quantified in the next
section.

5 Results

First, we present results derived from the “Survey” group,
comprising individuals that did not have access to the
Bu-Dash application via their devices. Then, we discuss
outcomes derived from two different user groups (namely
“Pilot” and “Aux”) of our Bu-Dash application which uti-
lized the proposed password scheme. Our aim is to identify
common traits (if any) and attempt an initial assessment of
Bu-Dash’s usability features.

5.1 Password space

Looking at the Bu-Dash password design constraints, we
recall that the passcode must be at least 4 shapes long and its
length can be up to 9 nodes. There are 5 different available
shapes to choose from and there must be at least 2 differ-
ent shapes in the password. Neighbor nodes can be visited
as many times as necessary to form the password and the
system ensures that there always exists at least one available
shape (from the set of the 5) in the neighborhood of a visited
node. This means that there exist 5 · 5 · 5 · 5 − 5 = 620
different 4-node Bu-Dash passcodes. Similarly, there are
5 · 5 · 5 . . . 5 · 5
︸ ︷︷ ︸

9 nodes

−5 ≈ 1.9M different combinations to form

a 9-node passcode. We exclude those combinations that con-
tain the same symbols in each passcode, e.g., those similar to

© © ©© for a 4-node passcode. Thus, we have more than
2.4M unique passcodes under this scheme (i.e., 2,441,220).
This analysis shows that Bu-Dash’s password space ismore
than 6 times larger than the one defined by the APU scheme
(which has 389,112 unique passcodes [15,30]). However,
the APU has a wider space (if we consider that options are
equiprobable) when we focus on passwords with 4–6 nodes,
see Table 1. Nevertheless, as we discuss later in detail, the
APU password space significantly shrinks in practice due to
human factors and biases that often dictate user input [30].

5.2 “Survey” group

Most participants in the treatment group were undergraduate
students. In the “Survey” group most respondents identified
asmales (66%), iOS users (78%), but themajority (94%)was
familiar with the APU scheme (Table 2). In this survey we
were basically targeting respondents that did not have access
to the Bu-Dash application; this explains the prevalence of
iOS users in the sample. Most participants (94%) said they
use a passcode on their devices and themajority (72%) prefer
biometric authentication methods (Fingerprint or Face ID).

After providing basic demographics, respondents were
able to see a sequence of the available Bu-Dash shapes
(© − ��×) with instructions about how to form a valid
Bu-Dash password (as seen in Fig. 3). We then asked them
the following two open-ended questions:

– Q1: “Write down the passcode you chose (C for circle,
D for dash, T for triangle, S for square, X for X), e.g.
CDCDCC”.
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Table 1 Comparison of unique
Bu-Dash and APU passwords

Nodes Bu-Dash APU

4 620 1624

5 3120 7152

6 15,620 26,016

7 78,120 72,912

8 390,620 140,704

9 1,953,120 140,704

Total 2,441,220 389,112

Bold shows prevelence of unique
passwords

– Q2: “Would you use the “Bu-Dash” passcode scheme on
your device? Which scheme you would use: (a) Android
Pattern Lock, or (b) Bu-Dash? Please explain why.

Below we discuss insights resulted from their responses.

5.2.1 The Bu-Dash scheme is comprehensive

Althoughwe did not offer anymechanisms to validate correct
formation and input of the provided Bu-Dash passwords,
invalid entries were not identified (Q1). Thus, we can deduce
that the scheme is intelligible and the provided instructions
are sufficient and comprehensive.

5.2.2 Qualitative study: biometrics prevalence

Table 3 is a qualitative codebook derived from the answers
to Q2. We can see that although the majority of respondents
(i.e., 51 people, as seen in Table 2) are iOS users that uti-
lize biometric authentication on their devices, 23 of them
expressed positive views regarding the use of a Bu-Dash
password on their devices. For example, P51: “Yes, because
you could easily remember the shapes”. Additionally, 6 par-
ticipants did not use a strong positive word (i.e., “Yes”,
“Definitely”, etc.); hence, they were taxonomized as neu-
tral. However, they eventually expressed a positive attitude
toward the proposed scheme: e.g.,P42:“Onamobile device I
would try it out. I like the idea that it moves about”. Positively
inclined respondents basically commented on the usability
and the security that Bu-Dash provides: P61: “Yes, it pro-
vides improved security for my device and is easy”, and:P41:
“Cause it the same concept as using numbers its secure and
easy to remember”.

Negative answers for using Bu-Dash were basically
focused around users’ convenience with current methods and
biometric authentication (13 users, marked with an asterisk*
in Table 3). However, we should recall that knowledge-based
methods are still important, because they are required as a
complimentary method of authentication, in case the device
remains idle for a long time (or after it restarts), or in case

Table 2 “Survey” group demographics and answers

Question Answer Number %

Age 18–21 45 69%

22–25 10 15%

26–29 5 8%

30 and above 5 8%

Gender Male 43 66%

Female 21 32%

Other/Prefer not to say 1 2%

Education Undergraduate student 47 72%

Other 9 14%

University degree 7 11%

No qualifications 2 3%

Mobile OS iOS 51 78%

Android 13 20%

Other 1 2%

APU familiarity Yes 61 94%

No 4 6%

Use passcode Yes 61 94%

No 4 6%

Passcode used Fingerprint 25 38%

FaceID/unlock 22 34%

PIN 11 17%

Pattern/password/other 3 5%

Bold shows the most frequent answer

the biometric sensors fail (especially in the COVID era, when
users used to wear face masks in closed spaces, thus methods
such as “FaceID” were not usable).

AlthoughQ2 requested from users to choosewhether they
would use a Bu-Dash or an APU password, several partici-
pants seem they would not give up the convenience provided
by biometrics. This was made clear in their responses: e.g.,
P49: “No, because Face ID is much faster”. However, if we
ignore these responses (given that they did not comment on
their preference between theAPU or Bu-Dash, but they just
advocated for biometrics) we can see that the same amount
of people in our sample are positively (29), or negatively (28)
inclined to use Bu-Dash. We make this claim considering
that 6 participants expressed a neutral view but they were
eventually more keen to adopt the proposed scheme: e.g.,
P52: “Maybe, it seems like an interesting and puzzling way
to make your phone secure” (Table 3).

5.2.3 Password characteristics

We gathered statistics from the acquired passwords and we
will discuss them above. To make comparisons with results
from users that interacted with the Bu-Dash application eas-
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Table 3 Qualitative codebook from Q2 responses (“Survey” group)

Freq. Description Example quote

Positive 15 Security and usability “Yes, cause looks nice and safe”

3 Passcode replacement “I would rather use this than a number password as to avoid entering easily remembered
information, e.g., DOB, etc.”

3 Biometrics alternative “I would consider it as a backup method after fingerprint”

2 Complexity “. . . the fact the shape assortment changes as you fill your password is a vital and nice
touch! :)”

Neutral 2 Security “If there was research to support that it was more secure, I would probably use it.”

4 Other “On a mobile device I would try it out. I like the idea that it moves about”, “Maybe, it
seems like an interesting and puzzling way to make your phone secure”

Negative 8 Memorability “No as it is not memorable, however, could become used to it eventually”

6 Complexity “No. Seems complicated”

5 Design/Other “No, I may confuse with the shape”

4 Security “No because it doesn’t seem very secure”

5 Convenience* “I’m more familiar with using my standard password”

8 Biometrics* “No, because Face ID is much faster”

Bold italics demonstrate the answers related to the preference in biometrics and other standard password schemes (convenience)
Bold highlights most significant answers

Table 4 Bu-Dash symbols
distributions as starting points
and as password nodes

Symbols Survey group Pilot group Aux group
Starts with Appears Starts with Appears Starts with Appears

© 22 51 3 8 3 14

� 14 46 2 7 2 6

− 8 44 1 5 0 5

� 12 51 0 6 5 12

× 9 51 8 13 8 13

Bold shows dominant numbers

Table 5 Frequency analysis of
password length and No of
distinct symbols used

Groups Password length (%) No of distinct symbols used (%)
4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 5

Survey 18.46 15.39 27.69 18.46 7.69 12.31 12.31 29.23 32.31 26.15

Pilot 42.86 21.43 21.43 0 14.28 0 50.00 21.43 28.57 0

Aux 55.6 27.78 5.55 0 11.11 0 33.33 55.56 11.11 0

Bold shows dominant numbers

ier, we showcase aggregated statistics from all groups in
Tables 4, 5 and 6.

We mentioned previously that the “Survey” participants
saw a sequence of the shapes they should use to create
their Bu-Dash passwords; the circle was depicted first
(© − ��×). This might have created a bias toward starting
their passwordswith a©. Table 4 shows that 22 (i.e., approx-
imately 1/3) of the participants created a password starting
with a ©. In the next sections we discuss how we managed
to overcome this issue by randomizing the symbols that are
fetched first in the tutorial part of the Bu-Dash application.
Additionally, we noticed that the − and the × symbols were
the least favorite to start a password in this sample of users.

We also estimated howmany times the distinct shapes appear
in the set andwe report that their frequency is almost uniform
(with approximately 51 appearances each). However, � and
− appear to be used less frequently than the other symbols,
with 46 and 44 appearances, respectively.

Table 5 aggregates frequency analysis results. We can
see that most participants created a password with 6 nodes
(27.69%) and approximately 32% of the participants in this
sample used 4 shapes in their passwords. One can deduce
that the “Survey” participants were mostly focused on the
proposal of a secure password because they did not have the
opportunity to actually interact with the Bu-Dash scheme
on their devices.
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Table 6 Statistics on password length and No of distinct shapes used

Groups Password length Symbols used
μ σ Median μ σ Median

Survey 6.185 1.580 6 3.723 0.992 4

Pilot 5.214 1.424 5 2.786 0.893 2.5

Aux 4.833 1.295 4 2.778 0.647 3

Finally, we report the following attributes of the provided
password set (as seen in Table 6). For the length of the pass-
wordswe haveμ=6.185 andσ =1.580 (μ:mean,σ : standard
deviation). The average number of different symbols that
were used in this treatment is as follows: μ = 3.723 and
σ = 0.992. The latter feature is particularly interesting for the
quantification of the scheme’s complexity, as we will discuss
in Sect. 6. The median value of the password length is 6 and
the median value of the number of shapes per password is 4.

5.3 “Pilot” group

Similar to the “Survey”group,most participants in the “Pilot”
set of users were undergraduate students (79%), identified
as males (71%), using biometric authentication (57%) and
their main device was running Android (79%). This group of
participantswas the first to use theBu-Dash schemeon their
devices; therefore, insights from their provided passwords
are very useful to understand the usability and security of
the scheme. We gathered their responses to compare them
with our initial results derived from the “Survey” group (see
Tables 4, 5, 6).

5.3.1 Starting point

In Sect. 5.2.3 we discussed the possibility that our sur-
vey instructions might have introduced a bias regarding
the starting point of the provided passwords. The Bu-
Dash’s application instructions, however, were illustrating
the shapes in random order every time they were fetched,
aiming to eliminate similar biases (Fig. 4c). Furthermore,
we tracked the sequence of shapes shown in the instruc-
tions during our experiments and compared them with the
provided passwords from the users. The results demonstrate
that only 2 of the 14 users provided a password that started
with the same shape as the one that was firstly depicted
in the instructions. Therefore, we believe that our updated
tutorial instructions did not subconsciously introduce biases.
Additionally, Table 4 shows that the majority of the “Pilot”
participants preferred to start their password with a ×. Fur-
thermore, the × is the most common symbol that appeared
in this password set.

5.3.2 Using the Bu-Dash grid

Table 4 demonstrates that although users envision and formu-
late on paper long and complex passwords (length:μ=6.185;
shapes included:μ = 3.723) aiming to advance security, they
eventually end up with shorter and less complex passwords
(length: μ = 5.214; shapes included: μ = 2.786) the first
time they formulate a Bu-Dash “phrase” on their devices
(median length: 5; median No of shapes 2.5). This is a com-
mon trend in grid-based password authentication [13]. Thus,
in this treatment we can see that most respondents created a
password with 4 nodes and half of the participants used 2 dif-
ferent shapes only. However, we advocate that the dynamic
grid and the randomized order of the Bu-Dash starting
grid are adequate to minimize shoulder surfing and smudge
attacks. It would be interesting to see if the implementation
of a password meter would urge users to create more secure
passcodes.

Additionally, although the majority of participants in this
group provided shorter passwords, we believe that the pro-
posed scheme is more secure compared to the APU. Recent
research illustrated [30] that due to common biases when
users form APU passcodes (e.g., starting from top left), its
available password space decreases dramatically (more than
90% for 4-node passcodes). Additionally, it is more feasi-
ble to extract parts of an APU password via observation (and
thenperformaguessing attack) because an attacker can easily
see and recall edges that link nodes (since the grid is static),
making the whole password less secure. On the contrary,
Bu-Dash nodes are not visually linked with edges, thus an
attacker cannot easily infer the next node in the password
chain, if a node is already known.

To conclude, Table 4 showcases that the most favorite
shape to begin a Bu-Dash passcode in this treatment was
the×. This shape also appears often in the password set along
with ©. The least used symbol in the “Pilot” password set
is the −. Additionally, as stated in the previous paragraphs,
users in this treatment valued usability more than security
and preferred less busy passcodes compared to the “Survey”
participants.

5.4 “Aux” group

The “Aux” treatment comprised mainly participants identi-
fied as males (78%), Android users (83%), familiar with the
APU (89%), using biometric authentication on their devices
(67%). 56% were undergraduate students and the rest had at
least oneUniversity degree. Results derived from this group’s
provided data (Tables 5, 6) confirm that when respondents
use the Bu-Dash grid, they seem they choose shorter and
less complex passcodes (length: μ = 4.833; shapes included:
μ = 2.778). Median values for length is 4 and for the number
of included shapes is 3.However,we can see the use of longer,
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Fig. 5 Password length and symbols’ diversity in collected passcodes.
The figure at the left-hand side shows the number (%) of collected pass-
words with length of 4 up to 9 nodes in the three different participant

groups. The figure at the right-hand side shows the number (%) of col-
lected passwords that contained 2 up to 5 different symbols in the three
participant groups

8-node passcodes, in some cases in both “Pilot” and “Aux”
groups (Fig. 5a). Figure 5b also shows that participants that
used Bu-Dash on their devices attempted to incorporate 3
and 4 symbols in some cases in their passcodes, aiming to
enhance security.

5.4.1 Frequency analysis

Tables 4, 5 and 6 confirm trends we saw in the “Pilot” treat-
ment. × is the most preferred starting shape in this treatment
too (8 instances, i.e., 44.4%). Since this is not a large scale
study (we report preliminary results here) we can only note
that this finding might introduce security concerns related to
the available password space, similarlywith theAPU scheme
as we comment in Sect. 5.3.2. However, provided data from
participants that interacted with the Bu-Dash grid (both
from “Pilot” and “Aux” treatments) show that 68.75% of
users that formed a shortBu-Dash code (4-nodes), preferred
to include at least 3 shapes in their passcode. Therefore, we
can see from these data that most users valued and consid-
ered security while forming easy-to-use passcodes aiming
to add more shapes in the sequence. Additionally, similar to
Sect. 5.3.2, “Aux” data show that the− is the least used shape
in the password set.

Figure 5 illustrates results presented in Table 5.We can see
that “Pilot”, and “Aux” participants preferred to form shorter
passcodes and used basically 2–4 symbols.

5.4.2 Commonly used passwords

Another noteworthy finding is that we did not encounter any
particular passcode to be prevalent in the whole password
set (Survey-Pilot-Aux, namely S.P.A.). We recognize that

reported results come from a limited sample of participants
(n = 97) and that diversity in the provided passcodes should
be expected. However, only 5 different passcodes were seen
to exist –twice– in the provided data. These are as follows:
�©××,×©×�,©��×©,×××���,×�×�×�×�.
On the contrary, APU users frequently form passcodes that
resemble letters of the latin alphabet, aiming to make them
memorable [30], introducing subsequently additional secu-
rity implications.

5.4.3 Preliminary usability assessment

We asked the “Aux” Group’s respondents to participate in a
Memory Game that was added in the final iteration of our
experiments. As explained in Sect. 4.2, respondents were
asked to play a Memory Game which featured 3 complexity
levels (“Easy”, “Medium”, “Hard”). We did not explicitly
tell them how many levels they should attempt to play.
As we did not use any complexity metrics to assess how
difficult it would be for an individual to memorize these
passcodes, we randomly formulated one 4-node, one 6-
node, and one 9-node passcode as an “Easy”, “Medium”,
and “Hard” Bu-Dash password, respectively. Participants
should choose the level of complexity theywould like to play,
and then they would see the password while it was formed
on their screens (Fig. 4e). There was no limit on how many
times they could watch the tutorial. Afterward, they had to
recall and form that password on the Bu-Dash grid. The
Bu-Dash application logged how many times they tried to
play a game and if they successfully recalled the passcode.
Results are as follows (Table 7).

Most participants in the “Aux” Group attempted to play
theEasy game, but only 8 and 5 tried to solve theMedium and
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Table 7 Memory game completions

Level Attempted Completed Average attempts to completion Failed or no completion Failure rate (%)

Easy 18 17 1.13 1 5.6

Medium 12 8 1.88 4 33.3

Hard 5 3 2.67 2 40.0

Table 8 Comparison of password creation/confirmation times (prelim-
inary)

Password schemes μ (s) σ (s)

Bu-Dash 19.84 8.81

DPatts [2] 25.41 14.57

Knock codes 2×2 [21] 16.2 7.7

Knock codes 2×3 [21] 18.4 11.0

Hard levels, respectively. Seventeen users successfully com-
pleted the Easy challenge; the average number of attempts
to completion was approximately 1.13 attempts. Two “Aux”
initial entries were considered as outliers and were excluded
from the former estimation because users seemed they did not
manage to complete the challenge after a reasonable num-
ber of attempts (more than 10 attempts each). The Medium
challenge was undertaken by 12 individuals, and 8 of them
successfully completed it with an average of 1.88 attempts.
The Hard challenge was attempted by only 5 respondents; 3
of them successfully formed the –admittedly– challenging to
recall passwordwith an average of 2.67 attempts. These num-
bers confirm the expectation that when a password becomes
longer, it eventually gets less usable and difficult to recall.
However, there exist passcodes like the following one that
are long, but very memorable: × × ×��� © ©©. Thus,
password length is not the only feature that contributes to
complexity, as we will see in the next section. Further exper-
iments are needed to properly assess long-termmemorability
and the effects of password length in the password’s complex-
ity.

Furthermore, we randomly chose 7 candidates from the
“Aux”Group and logged Bu-Dash password creation - con-
firmation times. We deduce that users needed 19,838.7 ms
on average to perform the task: μ = 19.84 s, σ = 8.81 s (see
Table 8). In similar settings, Forman and Aviv [2] report that
the Control treatment during their “Double Patterns” (i.e.,
DPatts) experiments needed 25 s to setup aDPatts password:
μ = 25.41 s, σ = 14.57 s. Samuel et al. [21] report the fol-
lowing statistics for LG’s “Knock Codes”: (a) For 2×2 grids:
μ = 16.2 s, σ = 7.7 s, and, (b) for their larger (experimental)
2×3 grids:μ = 18.4 s, σ = 11.0 s. Although these insights are
preliminary, they allow us to infer that Bu-Dash’s usabil-
ity is not dramatically affected by the moving grid and it is
favorably comparable with APU alternative methods.

6 Complexity analysis

In this section we report additional attributes found in pass-
words provided by the Bu-Dash application users (“Pilot”
and “Aux” Groups). First, we attempt a theoretical complex-
ity (and security) analysis of the proposed method. Then,
we discuss basic complexity characteristics of the collected
passcodes and we provide information for commonly used
N-grams.

6.1 Measuring complexity

It is apparent that a passcode is less memorable if it is longer
and if it comprises more than two symbols. To formalize
this intuition, we define a complexity metric (namely BDc)
aiming to quantify collected passcodes from all groups of
our experiments. Thus, we use Lothaire’s Combinatorics the-
ory [60] and the definition of a finite word, followed by the
simple metric complexity of a word. Additionally, we borrow
the term k-mers from Bioinformatics [61] and combine them
to define the Bu-Dash complexity metric (BDc) as follows.

6.1.1 Formal definition

We assume that the Bu-Dash symbols {©, �, −, �, ×}
can be mapped to the following letters, respectively: C, S, D,
T, X. Therefore, following Lothaire’s theory [60], we define
the finite, nonempty set A = {C, S, D, T , X}, as an alphabet
that contains the letters (or Bu-Dash symbols) C, S, D, T,
X.

ABu-Dash passcode can be represented by any string (or
word) s = b1b2 . . . bn , where n ∈ N and 4 ≤ n ≤ 9, given
that at least one of the letters b1, b2, . . . , bn ∈ A, is not the
same. Additionally, we assume that any word (passcode) can
be formed by smaller subwords or factorswith a binary oper-
ation called concatenation, as defined in [60]. For example,
the passcode CCDT can be formed by the concatenation of
the factors CC and DT . In other words, we assume that a
Bu-Dash passcode can be divided in smaller distinct pieces
(subwords, or factors).

In Bioinformatics, in a similar fashion, k-mers are defined
as substrings of length k ∈ N which are contained within a
biological sequence (i.e., a sequence created from the letters:
C,G, A, T ). Therefore, we inherit the idea of using k-mers
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Table 9 Complexity estimation
of the passcode: XXXCCT

k Distinct k-mers: frequency No of distinct k-mers

2 “XX”: 2, “XC”: 1, “CC”: 1, “CT”: 1 4

3 “XXX”: 1, “XXC”: 1, “XCC”: 1, “CCT”: 1 4

4 “XXXC”: 1, “XXCC”: 1, “XCCT”: 1 3

5 “XXXCC”: 1, “XXCCT”: 1 2

BDc(XXXCCT) 13

Bold shows dominant numbers

for the estimation of the Bu-Dash passcodes’ complexity.
k-mers are actually the factors (substrings), as defined pre-
viously for the Bu-Dash passcode complexity estimation,
and we can deduce that k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 9}. Thus, we can esti-
mate the number of k-mers with k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 9} in any
Bu-Dash passcode.

Hence, we can define as complexity of a Bu-dash pass-
code (i.e., BDc) the number of distinct k-mers that exist in
the passcode. This is the same definition as Lothaire’s [60]
subword complexity or complexity of aword. However, a long
passcode is not always complex, e.g., × × ×��� © ©©,
or × × × × × × � × ×. Nevertheless, there exist 6-mers,
7-mers, 8-mers, 9-mers that will cumulatively contribute to
the complexity score of these passcodes, skewing the fact
that these are actually very memorable passcodes. For this
reason, we heuristically decided to consider only k-mers up
to k = 5 for the complexity estimation of the Bu-Dash
passcodes.

Finally, complexity of a Bu-dash passcode (i.e., BDc)
is defined as the number of distinct k-mers that exist in the
passcode, where k = {2, 3, 4, 5}.

6.1.2 Complexity estimation example

As an example we estimate the complexity of the following
passcode:×××©©�, resembled by theword “XXXCCT”.
Table 9 lists the different k-mers of the word “XXXCCT”
featuring their frequency in the passcode. Thus, there exist
4 distinct 2-mers, 4 distinct 3-mers, 3 distinct 4-mers, and
2 distinct 5-mers. As discussed previously in Sect. 6.1, we
ignore 6-mers–9-mers for the BDc estimation.

Hence, BDc(XXXCCT) = 4 + 4 + 3 + 2 = 13.

6.2 Bu-Dash’s password space complexity and
security assessment

In this sectionwedissect the password space of theBu-Dash
scheme focusing on the passcodes’ complexity (BDc).
Table 10 aggregates basic statistics and Fig. 6 visualizes the
complexity of the password space for all Bu-Dash pass-
codes with 4–9 nodes.

Figure 6 shows that BDc ∈ N and 5 ≤ BDc ≤ 26 in the
Bu-Dash password space. As expected, most 7- to 9-node

Table 10 Complexity of Bu-Dash’s password space

Nodes Count BDc Mean BDc Std

4 620 5.903 0.296

5 3120 9.763 0.544

6 15,620 13.585 0.772

7 78,120 17.367 0.982

8 390,620 21.108 1.178

9 1,953,120 24.809 1.364

passcodes are very complex, and in general, 4-node pass-
words cannot be considered as complex as the rest ones in the
space. However, if we compare Bu-Dash short passwords
with the analogous in the APU, we can argue that the APU
ones are more vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks, given
that a 4-node APU password visually defines 2 or 3 edges
(flat lines) that are easy to recall when a shoulder surfing or
smudge attack is performed.

In addition, as discussed in various papers [2,30], APU
users provide biased input when forming their passcodes.
For example, half of them start their patterns from the top
left node. If one considers only this characteristic, then the
APU password space shrinks dramatically. It was demon-
strated [30] that if we consider this bias, the unique 4-node
APU passcode number drops from 1624 to 154, which is a
90.5% decrease. Also, the same study shows that if we also
consider the fact that most people tend to use the central node
of the grid, then the unique 4-node APU passcode number
drops from 1624 to 82, which is a 95% decrease. On the
other hand, our study so far has only showed that our partic-
ipants seem to prefer the × as a starting point. If we accept
this preliminary finding as a bias, we infer that the unique
4-node APU passcode number drops from 620 to 496, which
is a 20% decrease. Thus, even if such a bias exists in the
Bu-Dash scheme, its overall 4-node password space is 3
times larger than the one that the most common biased APU
input creates.

To take this further, we extend this analysis to assess how
biased input affects theBu-Dash andAPUpassword spaces,
based on the aforementioned assumptions. We use estima-
tions made in [30], which describes the effect of the top left
node bias in APU input. We compare these findings with
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Fig. 6 Screenshots demonstrating the user interface of the Bu-Dash application in its various states

Table 11 Impact of biased input
in the APU and Bu-Dash
password spaces (numbers show
available distinct passcodes)

Nodes Bu-Dash APU Biased Bu-Dash Biased APU [30]

4 620 1624 496 154

5 3120 7152 2496 684

6 15,620 26,016 12,496 2516

7 78,120 72,912 62,496 7104

8 390,620 140,704 312,496 13,792

9 1,953,120 140,704 1,562,496 13,792

Total 2,441,220 389,112 1,952,976 38,042

Bold shows best cases in the comparisons

the impact that the favorite starting point might has on the
Bu-Dash scheme. Results are gathered in Table 11, and as
we can see,Bu-Dash’s password space decreases 20% from
biased input, while the APU shrinks 90.22%. The Bu-Dash
scheme is more concrete even if we focus on the passwords
comprising 4 up to 6 nodes, where the APU is in theory
superior.

6.3 Complexity features of the collected passcodes

Since the collected password set from the Bu-Dash appli-
cation users was not extensive enough, we report in this
paragraph (Table 12) the frequency of node and shape num-
bers per provided passcode as a naive complexity metric.
Further work to assess security and complexity of passcodes
provided by humans is needed and other suitable metrics can
be also used [13,15,21,31,62]. Table 12 shows that the Bu-
Dash application users preferred to form short codes, but in
most occasions they also opted-in to form codes containing

Table 12 Complexity in password set (“Pilot” and “Aux” groups)

Node/Shape No per passcode Frequency Percentage

4–2 5 15.7%

4–3 10 31.4%

4–4 1 3.1%

5–2 2 6.2%

5–3 2 6.2%

5–4 4 12.5%

6–2 4 12.5%

8–2 2 6.2%

8–3 1 3.1%

8–4 1 3.1%

more than 2 shapes, having probably in mind that this choice
will make a shorter code more secure.
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Fig. 7 Bu-Dash password space complexity

Table 13 Complexity statistics for the S.P.A password set

Group Count BDc Mean BDc Std BDc Min BDc Max

Survey 65 13.95 6.20 5 26

Pilot 14 8.71 3.10 6 16

Aux 18 8.22 3.77 6 21

6.3.1 Using complexity

In this sectionwe use theBDcmetric to demonstrate in a scat-
ter plot the complexity of the collected passcodes (from the
S.P.A. treatments) in relation to their length. We also plot the
whole password space in Fig. 7 aiming to show that although
the majority of the Bu-Dash application users preferred to
provide a shorter passcode, there also exist participants that
formed complex passcodes. Note that the dots (resembling
passcodes) in Fig. 7 are transparent, therefore density is rep-
resented by more solid colors. We can see that the “Survey”
respondents in general provided more complex passcodes
in a more diverse space. Participants that used the Bu-Dash
application (marked as “Device” in the plot, i.e., “Pilot” and
“Aux” groups) mostly provided shorter passcodes. Never-
theless, we can also see that there exist instances of more
complex ones. As a matter of fact, those formed 4- and 5-
node passcodes, chose to add complexity in their sequences.
Table 13 shows themean complexity values in the three study
groups and some additional statistics. We can see that the
Bu-Dash application users provided passcodes with average
complexity of BDc ≈ 8.5 and they avoided to use the least
complex passcodes (BDc = 5).

6.3.2 Common shape combinations and N-grams

Finally, we extracted combinations of shapes and N-grams
from the passcodes provided by the Bu-Dash application
users. We did not consider which shape appears first in the
sequence to estimate shape combinations. For example,©,�

Table 14 Shape combination frequency analysis

Combinations “Pilot” “Aux” Sum

©,� 4 5 9

©,− 2 3 5

©,� 4 8 12

©,× 7 10 17

�,− 1 1 2

�,� 4 3 7

�,× 7 4 11

−,� 1 3 4

−,× 4 3 7

�,× 6 8 14

©,�,× 1 2 3

©,−,� 0 1 1

©,−,× 1 2 3

©,�,× 1 3 4

�,−,� 0 1 1

−,�,× 0 1 1

©,�,�,× 3 2 5

�,−,�,× 1 0 1

Bold shows the most frequently seen complexity in the dataset.

is considered the same as�,©. Table 14 aggregates frequen-
cies of shapes appearing together in passcodes in the “Pilot”
and “Aux” treatments. We can see that shapes ©, �, × were
mostly used by the participants either in pairs or by combin-
ing them together.

Table 15 shows the most common N-grams (N = 2, 3,
and 4 respectively) in passcodes provided by the “Pilot” and
“Aux” Groups. In this Table, order matters, i.e., ©� is dif-
ferent from �©. As expected, we can see that respondents
used frequently in their passcodes pairs of the same symbol,
i.e., ©©, ��, −−, ��, ××, probably to make them more
memorable. Additionally, confirming observations presented
in the previous sections, we can see that most participants
mainly utilized ©, �, × for their Bu-Dash password for-
mation. This information can be particularly valuable in case
we need to implement blocklists that wouldmake the scheme
more secure against those biases.

7 Discussion

We envisioned an authentication system that would be easy
to comprehend and adopt, and at the same time, it would be
secure and usable. The aim of this work was to propose a
robust graphical password scheme against shoulder surfing
and mainly smudge attacks.
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Table 15 N-gram frequency analysis (“Pilot” and “Aux” set)

N-grams Frequency Percentage

×× 16 10.06%

©× 16 10.06%

�× 14 8.81%

×© 13 8.18%

×� 12 7.55%

©© 9 5.66%

�� 9 5.66%

�© 8 5.03%

−− 6 3.77%

�� 6 3.77%

×� 6 3.77%

�� 6 3.77%

×�× 9 5.70%

× × × 6 3.80%

× © × 6 3.80%

� × � 6 3.80%

© × © 5 3.16%

×� × � 6 3.82%

� × �× 5 3.18%

Bold shows the most frequent combinations in passwords containing 2,
3, 4 symbols respectively

Novelty In Sect. 2 we discussed relevant schemes and their
characteristics. Bu-Dash is the first method that combines
the popularity of the APU (utilizing swiping gestures on the
familiar 9-node interface) and the use of a dynamic grid.
Most of the APU deficiencies relate to its static nature,
therefore Bu-Dash overcomes vulnerabilities that derive
from the APU, but at the same time maintains its familiar
design. Dynamic approaches have been utilized for PIN-
based authentication in the past; however, Bu-Dash is the
first attempt to incorporate dynamic features on a graphical
password scheme that extends the APU concept. Our accep-
tance study demonstrated: (a) positive user attitude toward
the scheme, and, (b) acceptable usability standards. As dis-
cussed in Sect. 2, other graphical password schemes that
use shapes and colors tend to be more complex, introducing
usability and inclusivity problems. Bu-Dash uses symbols
(shapes) and a dynamic grid, but it looks familiar to mobile
device users given that its design concept derives from the
popular APU.

Inclusivity and universality We believe that Bu-Dash is a
universal scheme because it can be employed for user authen-
tication in various settings. It can be utilized on smartphones
and tablets, or it can be adjusted to work on even smaller
screens (e.g., smartwatches). Our proposed method can be
used on portable computers (utilizing the trackpad, or the

mouse) and desktops. It is also universal because its build-
ing blocks are common shapes that can be recognized and
used easily by any human. Therefore, there are no language,
or other cultural (or even educational) burdens that could
discourage people from using it.

Its dynamic 3×3 interface ensures that current mobile
device users will not feel unfamiliar with the authentication
process. Bu-Dash works similarly with the APU, requiring
users to swipe their fingers on the mobile device screen in
order to form the password. Compared to the APU, it has less
restrictions (for example, a node can be visited asmany times
as needed) and its password space ismore than 6 times larger.
Our online survey indicated that the scheme is comprehen-
sive and easy to perceive because, most of the respondents
(“Survey” group), despite being iOS users employing pri-
marily biometrics for user authentication, did not provide
any invalid passwords when asked to create one after reading
our basic instructions. In order to avoid having those outliers
mentioned in Sect. 5.4.3, we might need to implement ani-
mated tutorials to further assist users perceive the scheme’s
constraints.

By looking at the passwords provided by participants from
groups “Pilot” and “Aux” we can infer that the scheme pro-
vides the opportunity to diversify users’ input compared to
the APU.We did not find several repeating passcodes, but we
recognize that our sample is not extended enough. However,
we only saw a few trends in the sample that might be linked
with humanhabits; e.g., the preference in using× as a starting
point, or the fact that− seems to be the least favorite shape to
use in general. Additionally, our analysis demonstrated that
when participants were asked to form a Bu-Dash passcode
on their devices, they chose shorter passcodes aiming prob-
ably to make them more memorable and usable. However,
early indications show that when they did that they aimed to
add complexity to the passcode using at least three shapes.

Mnemonic strategies We believe that the design of the pro-
posed scheme allows the deployment of different mnemonic
strategies to create a usable and secure Bu-Dash passcode.
First, one can use the symbols ©,− to create passcodes
resembling Morse code sequences (if there still exist peo-
ple that are actually aware of this lexicon). As an alternative,
we can use Bu-Dash shapes to create conceptual paradigms
to visually resemble commonmemorable phrases. For exam-
ple, “home” or a house is usually symbolized with graphics
like the following: . One can recognize that a square and
a triangle might suffice to resemble conceptually the word
“home”. Therefore, the password “My home is 3 miles away
from the lake”might be translated as the followingBu-Dash
passcode:��−−−©. According to Sect. 6.1, the complex-
ity of that code is BDc(ST DDDC) = 13. Although this is a
comparatively high complexity, the use of a mnemonic strat-
egy makes this passcode a very memorable secret. Hence,
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we can argue that a Bu-Dash passcode can be memorable
and diverse when the user adopts similar mnemonic rules.
And given that each person can have theoretically their own
mnemonic habits and strategies, we could infer that their
implementation can assist in diversifying users’ input.

So far, our results showed that participants used pairs of
shapes as a generic strategy to enhancememorability.Aswith
most graphical passcodes, our intuition dictates that frequent
use of the Bu-dash scheme will eventually assist in for-
mulating memory muscle and will result in added usability.
As a matter of fact, to further support this claim, we can
cite a participant’s comment (from the “Survey Group”, as
seen in Table 3) who stated the following: “No as it is not
memorable, however, could become used to it eventually”.

Additionally, we propose the use of this graphical pass-
word scheme mainly as a solution for mobile devices.
Therefore, similarly to all authentication schemes for mobile
devices nowadays, if users forget their Bu-Dash password,
they can always use their registration accounts to reset the
passwords. This common solution is also implemented by
the major mobile operating systems in case the device gets
locked after a number of unsuccessful login attempts.

Usability and scalability In this paper we report preliminary
usability results. Although our data are valuable because they
come from users that interacted with our scheme on their
actual devices, we cannot confirm if they generalize well.
This is a limitation of this work. The collected Bu-Dash
passcodes (derived from 97 participants in different settings)
might provide a good first impression of how users would
utilize the scheme, but a longitudinal and large-scale study
would confirm the insights of the discussion provided in this
section. Our initial results in Sect. 5.4.3 (Tables 7, 8) show
that this is a usable scheme that can be employed in various
devices. Future work should also focus on long-term memo-
rability assessment and also on other usability metrics such
as the average unlock times on participants’ devices. These
statistics can be inferred by longitudinal studies. The scope
of our current work was to perform a pilot (or “acceptance”)
study of our proof of concept.

Security The collection of a larger dataset in the future will
enable us to perform a more robust security analysis using
metrics, such as α-guesswork (G̃α) or β-success rate, as
proposed by Bonneau [62]. In this work we talked about
the password space defined by the Bu-Dash scheme and
we mentioned that it is larger from the one defined by the
APU. However, the set of unique Bu-Dash passcodes with
a shorter length is smaller than the one in theAPUscheme.As
discussed in Sect. 6.3, Android pattern formation is usually
driven by human habits and biases, significantly shortening
the APU password space. We advocate that Bu-Dash is
a robust and secure authentication method, because it uses

Fig. 8 Potential adjustments in the use of the Bu-Dash scheme

a dynamic grid which is randomly initialized every time
it is launched. Bu-Dash can be used as an additional (or
alternative) option for user authentication. We believe that it
has certain strengths against the APU, i.e., it is more robust
against shoulder surfing, smudge attacks, and human biases.

Smudge attacks against Bu-Dash are unlikely to be suc-
cessful because the dynamic grid design ensures that different
symbols are fetched to the nodes anytime the password sys-
tem is initiated. Therefore, any smudges left on the screen
from previous attempts (resembling edges connecting nodes
of the password) cannot be used for inference, since the
password’s elements appear in different positions every time
the scheme is launched. The proposed scheme also restricts
the feasibility of successful shoulder surfing attacks because
Bu-Dash does not use visual indicators such as an edge
that connects nodes when forming the password. Previous
research [35] showed that security is improved when we
remove feedback lines on Android patterns, or if we incor-
porate “special moves” in our graphical passcodes [43]. Our
scheme requires users to choose different paths to form their
passcodes every single time they need to authenticate them-
selves. Moreover, they have plenty of choices about how
to form their passcode, as we saw in Sect. 3.2 and they
can use “knight moves” as well. Similar schemes that use
photo gallery rearrangements in recognition-based authenti-
cation methods [63] claim that successful shoulder surfing
attacks are reduced by the implementation of dynamic fea-
tures. Additionally, prior research [27] showed that the use
of dynamic grids advances the robustness of graphical pass-
words against shoulder surfing attacks.

Extending the scheme Furthermore, in Fig. 8 we propose a
couple of adjustments for the Bu-Dash scheme that adhere
to the APU design concepts. Fig. 8a shows the current static
APU grid embedded in any Android version. Our analy-
sis and results are based on data derived from volunteers
that engaged with the Bu-Dash grid as shown in Fig. 4d.
However, Fig. 8b features a more precise adaptation of the
Bu-Dash scheme to the APU design concept. It would be
useful as future work to see if there exists any significant
implication if the latter design prevails as a preferred visual
improvement.
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Additionally, another path for future work would be to
assess how the addition of complimentary shapes affects
users’ choices, usability, and security. In theory, adding more
shapes as potential choices during the password formation
process will strengthen security, because the password space
increases dramatically, evenwhenwe are interested in only 4-
node passcodes. For example, if we keep the basicBu-Dash
principles and symbols but at the same time we add 2 more
shapes in the edges (as seen in Fig. 8c), we will end up with
7 ·7 ·7 ·7−7 = 2, 394 unique 4-node Bu-Dash passcodes;
this set is almost 4 times larger than the original Bu-dash
set of 4-node passcodes. As a secondary question, it would
make sense to study if it is reasonable (and therefore benefi-
cial) to ask the user to first pick 5 shapes from a set of 7 (or
more) available shapes (Fig. 8c) and then form a Bu-Dash
passcode with the preferred shapes, as seen in Fig. 8d, cus-
tomizing further the Bu-Dash passcode.

However, these interventions would require readjustment
of the design constraints. For example, let’s assume that a
user visits position α (or γ, η, ι, due to symmetry) on the
grid. Under the current design concept and constraints, there
exist only 5possiblemoves. This iswhy there are only 5 avail-
able symbols at the original Bu-Dash scheme, which need
to be fetched randomly any time users swipe their fingers on
the grid. Customizations as those seen in Fig. 8 might require
alterations in the original design (therefore in the constraints)
thatmight eventually affect usability. Similar questions, how-
ever, remain open for further research.

Ethical considerations Volunteers provided informed con-
sent before participating in the study anonymously according
to the Institution’s policy for low-risk projects. No identifi-
able data were permanently stored and we cannot foresee
any ethical issues deriving from our research, as it relates
and presents a proof of concept which is not employed yet
as a real authentication system on the participants’ mobile
devices. All volunteers were encouraged to uninstall our Bu-
Dash applicationwhen they concluded their participation and
the application was removed from the online store as soon as
we concluded the research.

8 Conclusion

We presented a novel graphical password scheme, named
Bu-Dash. This is a universal and inclusive user authentica-
tion method because it is not restricted by any language or
other constraints such as educational background or techni-
cal knowledge.Users create passcodes comprising sequences
of simple shapes in an intuitive manner. We conducted a
series of studies asking volunteers to interact with Bu-Dash
and gathered data that allow us to report a positive atti-
tude toward adopting the scheme as a primary authentication

method for mobile devices. Preliminary results demonstrate
the scheme’s diversity and its extended password space. The
dynamic grid features randomly mapped edges that consti-
tute the basis of the Bu-Dash scheme and ensures that the
authentication process is secure and robust against shoul-
der surfing and smudge attacks. However, we noticed some
human biases against using specific shapes (e.g., −) and we
concluded that the users in our sample mostly preferred to
start their passcodes with a certain symbol (×). We showed
that the latter bias does not affect significantly the password
availability compared to the starting point bias in the APU
scheme. Our frequency analysis showcased popular N-grams
that could be used in the future to create partial blocklists, if
needed. Finally, we assessed usability features and reported
that the scheme is comprehensive, and usable. Furthermore,
we illustrated mnemonic rules and strategies that can be
employed to make them even more memorable and diverse.

To conclude, this paper demonstrated the feasibility of
adopting the proposed scheme as a user authentication
method that can be employed in multiple settings, ranging
from smartphones to desktops, and other portable devices.
Moreover, we presented open research questions stemming
from the introduction of our proof of concept aiming to show-
case how our scheme can be extended in the future.
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